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The Crimean War: 1854 1856
(Essential Histories)
Furnishes a definitive account of the long and
brutal battle between the rival houses of
Lancaster and York for control of the British
throne, documenting the intrigue, violence, and
political machinations that dominated British
history as the rival heirs of King Edward III
fought for the ultimate prize. 20,000 first printing.
The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders is one of
the best-known regiments in the British Army. In
a previous incarnation as the 93rd Highlanders,
its soldiers were famed for being the 'thin red
line' that repulsed the Russian heavy cavalry at
the Battle of Balaklava during the Crimean War.
When the regiment was ordered to disband in
1968 as part of wide-ranging defence cuts, a
popular 'Save the Argylls' campaign was
successful in keeping the regiment in being. In
2006, it became the 5th battalion of the new
Royal Regiment of Scotland. Formed by two
earlier regiments, The Argylls have a stirring
history of service to the British Crown. They
served all over the empire, taking part in the
Indian Mutiny and the Boer War, and fought in
both World Wars. In the post-war period the
Argylls captured the public imagination in 1967
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when they reoccupied the Crater district of Aden
following a period of riots. Recruiting mainly
from the west of Scotland, the regiment has a
unique character and throughout its history has
retained a fierce regimental pride which is
summed up by its motto: 'sans peur', meaning
'without fear'. The Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders puts its story into the context of
British military history and makes use of
personal testimony to reveal the life of the
regiment.
"This bitter war between Russia and Turkey,
aided by Britain and France, was the setting for
the stuff of legends. This book details the gallant
yet suicidal Charge of the Light Brigade, now
immortalised in film: in the words of Tennyson,
'Into the Valley of Death rode the Six Hundred'. It
relates the reports made by the first real war
correspondant, William Russell of the London
Times - reports which served only to highlight
the army's problems - and memorialises the
heroic deeds of Florence Nightingale, who
struggled to save young men from the most
formidable enemy in the Crimean War: not the
Russians, but cholera."--Bloomsbury Publishing.
'Little Hodge' Being Extracts from the Diaries and
Letters of Colonel Edward Cooper Hodge Written
During the Crimean War, 1854-1856
British Military Intelligence in the Crimean War,
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1854-1856 [microform]
The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders
Crimea: The Great Crimean War, 1854-1856
The Russian Army of the Crimean War 1854–56
1854-1856
The Routledge Handbook of the Crimean War is an edited
collection of articles on the various aspects of the Crimean
War written by distinguished historians from various
countries. Part I focuses on diplomatic, military and regional
perspectives. Part II includes contributions on social, cultural
and international issues around the war. All contributions are
based upon findings of the latest research. While not
pretending to be an exhaustive encyclopaedia of this first
modern war, the present volume captures the most important
topics and the least researched areas in the historiography of
the war. The book incorporates new approaches in national
historiographies to the war and is intended to be the most upto-date reference book on the subject. Chapters are devoted
to each of the belligerent powers and to other peripheral
states that were involved in one way or another in the war.
The volume also gives more attention to the Ottoman Empire,
which is generally neglected in European books on the war.
Both the general public and students of history will find the
book useful, balanced and up-to-date.
The Crimean War was the most destructive conflict of Queen
Victoria’s reign, the outcome of which was indecisive; most
historians regard it as an irrelevant and unnecessary conflict
despite its fame for Florence Nightingale and the Charge of
the Light Brigade. Here Hugh Small shows how the history of
the Crimean War has been manipulated to conceal Britain’s –
and Europe’s – failure. The war governments and early
historians combined to withhold the truth from an already
disappointed nation in a deception that lasted over a century.
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Accounts of battles, still widely believed, gave fictitious
leadership roles to senior officers. Careful analysis of the
fighting shows that most of Britain’s military successes in the
war were achieved by the common soldiers, who understood
tactics far better than the officer class and who acted usually
without orders and often in contravention of them. Hugh
Small’s mixture of politics and battlefield narrative identifies a
turning point in history, and raises disturbing questions about
the utility of war.
The thoughts of an officer at the forefront of the fighting,
portraying the daily hardships experienced by the soldiers.
Hearing the Crimean War
Victory Over Disease
Report on the Art of War in Europe in 1854, 1855, and 1856
British Grand Strategy against Russia, 1853–56
Eyewitness In The Crimea
The Crimean War was fought far from its namesake
peninsula in Ukraine. Until now, accounts of Britain's
and France's naval campaigns against Czarist Russia in
the Baltic, White Sea, and Pacific have remained
fragmented, minimized, or thinly-referenced. This book
considers each campaign from an imperial perspective
extending from South America to Finland. Ultimately,
this regionally-focused approach reveals that even the
smallest Anglo-French naval campaigns in the remote
White Sea had significant consequences in fields
ranging from medical advances to international
maritime law. Considering the perspectives of neutral
powers including China, Japan, and Sweden-Norway,
allows Rath to examine the Crimean conflict's impact on
major historical events ranging from the 'opening' of
Tokugawa Japan to Russia's annexation of large swaths
of Chinese territory. Complete with customized maps
and an extensive reference section, this will become
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essential reading for a varied audience.
2004 marks the 150th anniversary of the Crimean War
and this volume covers the events from the complex
causes of the war and the declaration of war by Turkey
in 1853, through the involvement of Britain and France
in 1854 and the war itself including the bloody battles
of Alma, Balaclava and Inkermann to the declaration of
peace in 1856.
This book analyzes the Crimean War from the Ottoman
perspective based mainly on Ottoman and Russian
primary sources, and includes an assessment of the
War s impact on the Ottoman state and Ottoman
society.
The Empire and the Crimean War, 1854-1856
“The” Ottoman Crimean War
Pictorial History of the Russian War 1854-5-6
The Crimean War in the British Imagination
A Clash of Empires
Colonial Reactions to the Imperial Conflict

Whenever man has gone to war in modern times
there has been no shortage of men and women to
write about his exploits. They were known as war
correspondents, a type of journalists whom General
Wolseley called 'the newly invented curse to armies'.
This study of the war correspondent's view of war
traces the story from Russell's pioneering work for
The Times in the Crimea to the assorted press, radio
and television journalists who accompanied the
British task force to the Falklands in 1982. In
particular, it investigates the lives and careers of six
of the greatest war correspondents of all time: G W
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Steevens, who accompanied Kitchener to the Sudan
and who introduced the 'colour story' to war
reporting; Edgar Wallace, the future thriller writer
who scooped the rest of the world at the end of the
Boer War; Charles á Court Repington, the military
correspondent who exposed the scandal of the
shortage of shells in 1915; Claud Cockburn, a
communist who adopted a self-confessed partisan
approach during the Spanish Civil War; Chester
Wilmot, perhaps the greatest of radio war
correspondents who brought the Second World War
into the living-rooms of Britain; James Cameron, a
pacifist who uncovered stories of atrocities in Korea
and who demanded to be published and damned.
There also includes a discussion on the problems of
using television to cover modern war.
The port of Balaclava was crucial in maintaining the
supply lines for the Allied siege of Sevastapol. The
Russian attack in October 1854 therefore posed a
major threat to the survival of the Allied cause. This
book examines in detail the crucial battle of
Balaclava, including: the attack on the redoubts; the
action of "the thin red line" in which an assortment of
about 700 British troops, some invalids, were
abandoned by their Turkish allies; the subsequent
charge of the Heavy Brigade; and the most famous
part of the battle: the infamous charge of the Light
Brigade.
In contrast to every other book about the conflict
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Andrew Lambert's ground-breaking study The
Crimean War: British Grand Strategy against Russia,
1853-1856 is neither an operational history of the
armies in the Crimea, nor a study of the diplomacy of
the conflict. The core concern is with grand strategy,
the development and implementation of national
policy and strategy. The key concepts are strategic,
derived from the works of Carl von Clausewitz and
Sir Julian Corbett, and the main focus is on naval,
not military operations. This original approach
rejected the 'Continentalist' orthodoxy that
dominated contemporary writing about the history of
war, reflecting an era when British security policy
was dominated by Inner German Frontier, the British
Army of the Rhine and Air Force Germany. Originally
published in 1990 the book appeared just as the
Cold War ended; the strategic landscape for Britain
began shifting away from the continent, and new
commitments were emerging that heralded a return
to maritime strategy, as adumbrated in the defence
policy papers of the 1990s. With a new introduction
that contextualises the 1990 text and situates it in
the developing historiography of the Crimean War
the new edition makes this essential book available
to a new generation of scholars.
Collected Works of Florence Nightingale
As Seen by Those Who Reported It
Balaclava 1854
The Global Dimensions of Britain and France's
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Crimean War Naval Campaigns Against Russia,
1854-1856
Resolving the Medical Crisis in the Crimean War,
1854-1856
Constantin Guys

Detailed analyses of primary documents associated
with the medical aspects of the Crimean campaign
indicate that the catastrophic collapse in the health of
the British Army during the winter of 1854/55 was
followed by a gradual improvement starting early in the
New Year. This was not the result any major advances
in medical science. Mainly, this wa
This bitter war between Russia and Turkey, aided by
Britain and France, was the setting for the stuff of
legends. This book details the gallant yet suicidal
Charge of the Light Brigade, now immortalised in film:
in the words of Tennyson, 'Into the Valley of Death rode
the Six Hundred'. It relates the reports made by the
first real war correspondant, William Russell of the
London Times - reports which served only to highlight
the army's problems - and memorialises the heroic
deeds of Florence Nightingale, who struggled to save
young men from the most formidable enemy in the
Crimean War: not the Russians, but cholera.
Armed with only a telescope, a watch, and a notebook
he retrieved from a dead soldier, William Howard
Russell spent twenty-two months reporting from the
trenches for the Times of London during the Crimean
War. A novice in a new field of journalism -- war
reporting -- when he first set off for Crimea in 1854, the
young Irishman returned home a veteran of three
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bloody battles, having survived the siege of Sebastopol
and watched a colleague die of cholera. Russell's fine
eye for detail electrified readers, and his remarkably
colorful and hugely significant accounts of battles
provided those at home -- for the first time ever -- with
a realistic picture of the brutality of war. The Crimean
War, originally published in 1856 under the title The
Complete History of the Russian War, presents a
selection of Russell's dispatches -- as well as those of
other embedded reporters -- providing a ground-eye
view of the conflict as depicted in British newspapers.
Fought on the southern tip of the Crimea from 1853 to
1856, the Crimean War raged on far longer than either
side expected -- largely because of mismanagement
and disease: more soldiers died from cholera, typhus,
typhoid, dysentery, and scurvy than battle wounds.
Russell's biting criticisms of incompetent military
authorities and an antiquated military system
contributed to the collapse of the contemporary ruling
party in Britain. In his reports, Russell wrote extensively
about inept medical care for the wounded, which he
termed "human barbarity." Thanks to compelling
accounts by Russell and others, authorities allowed
Florence Nightingale to enter the war zone and nurse
troops back to health. The Crimean War contains
reports from military men who acted as part-time
reporters, articles by professional journalists, and
letters from others at the front that newspapers back
home later published. Rapidly pulled together by
American publisher John G. Wells, the volume presents
a fascinating contemporary analysis of the war by
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those on the ground. This reissue offers a new
introduction by Angela Michelli Fleming and John
Maxwell Hamilton that places these reports in context
and highlights the critical role they played during a
pivotal point in European history. The first first-hand
accounts of the realities of war, these dispatches set
the tone for future independent war reporting.
1854–1856
British Battles of the Crimean Wars 1854-1856
Crimean War Drawings, 1854-1856 :[exhibition at the
Cleveland Museum of Art, July 18-August 30, 1978]
The Charge of the Light Brigade
The War Correspondent's View of Battle from the
Crimea to the Falklands
The Wars of the Roses and the Foundation of Modern
Britain
The Crimean War (1854-6) was the first to be fought in the era of
modern communications, and it had a profound influence on British
literary culture, bringing about significant shifts in perceptions of
heroism and national identity. In this book, Stefanie Markovits
explores how mid-Victorian writers and artists reacted to an
unpopular war: one in which home-front reaction was conditioned by
an unprecedented barrage of information arriving from the front. This
history had formal consequences. How does patriotic poetry translate
the blunders of the Crimea into verse? How does the shape of literary
heroism adjust to a war that produced not only heroes but a heroine,
Florence Nightingale? How does the predominant mode of journalism
affect artistic representations of 'the real'? By looking at the journalism,
novels, poetry, and visual art produced in response to the war, Stefanie
Markovits demonstrates the tremendous cultural force of this relatively
short conflict.
Winfried Baumgart's masterful history of the Crimean War has been
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expanded and fully updated to reflect advances made in the field since
the book's first publication. It convincingly argues that if the war had
continued after 1856, the First World War would have taken place 60
years earlier, but that fighting ultimately ceased because diplomacy
never lost its control over the use of war as an instrument in power
politics. With 19 images, 13 maps and additional tables as well as a
brand new chapters on 'the medical services', this expanded and fullyupdated 2nd edition explores * The origins and diplomacy of the
Crimean War * The war aims and general attitudes of the belligerent
powers (Russia, France, and Britain), non-belligerent German powers
(Austria and Prussia) and a selected number of neutral powers,
including the United States * The characteristics and capabilities of the
armies involved * The nature of the fighting itself The Crimean War:
1853-1856 examines the conflict in both its Europe-wide and global
contexts, moving beyond the five great European powers to consider
the role and importance of smaller states and theatres of war that have
otherwise been under-served. To this end, it looks at fighting on the
Danube front, the Black Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Caucasian battlefield, as
well as the White Sea and the Pacific, with final chapters devoted to the
Paris peace congress of 1856, the end of the war and its legacy. This
book remains the definitive study of one of the most important wars in
modern history.
What does sound, whether preserved or lost, tell us about nineteenthcentury wartime? Hearing the Crimean War: Wartime Sound and the
Unmaking of Sense pursues this question through the many territories
affected by the Crimean War, including Britain, France, Turkey,
Russia, Italy, Poland, Latvia, Dagestan, Chechnya, and Crimea.
Examining the experience of listeners and the politics of archiving
sound, it reveals the close interplay between nineteenth-century
geographies of empire and the media through which wartime sounds
became audible--or failed to do so. The volume explores the dynamics
of sound both in violent encounters on the battlefield and in the
experience of listeners far-removed from theaters of war, each essay
interrogating the Crimean War's sonic archive in order to address a
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broad set of issues in musicology, ethnomusicology, literary studies,
the history of the senses and sound studies.
Lancaster Against York
1853-1856
Despatches from the Front
Città, cultura
Wartime Sound and the Unmaking of Sense
Florence Nightingale: The Crimean War

The Crimean War was the most destructive
armed conflict of the Victorian era. It is
remembered for the unreasoning courage of
the Charge of the Light Brigade, for the
precise volleys of the Thin Red Line and the
impossible assaults upon Sevastopol's Redan.
It also demonstrated the inefficiency and
ineffectiveness of the British military system
based on privilege and purchase.??Poor
organisation at staff level and weak
leadership from the Commander-in-Chief with
a lack of appreciation of the conditions the
troops would experience in the Crimea
resulted in the needless death of thousands of
soldiers. The Royal Navy, by comparison, was
highly effective and successfully undertook its
operations in the Baltic, the Black Sea and
the Sea of Azov.??The relative performance of
the two branches of Britain's armed forces is
reflected in the despatches sent back to the
UK by the?respective commanders. The
comparative wealth of detail provided by
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Admirals Napier, Dundas and Lyons contrast
sharply with the limited, though frequent,
communications from Generals Raglan,
Codrington and Simpson.??The despatches of
all these commanding officers are presented
in this compilation just as they were when
first published in the 1850s. They tell of the
great battles of the Alma, Balaklava and
Inkerman, of the continuing struggle against
Sevastopol and the naval operations which cut
the Russian communications and ensured an
eventual, if costly, victory. They can be read,
just as they were when revealed to the general
public more than 150 years ago.
The author was an Irish reporter and was one
of the first modern war correspondents. These
are his reportings from his 22 months
covering the Crimean War.
This is a study of the British military
intelligence operations during the Crimean
War. It details the beginnings of the
intelligence operations as a result of the
British Commander, Lord Raglan's, need for
information on the enemy, and traces the
subsequent development of the system.
Little Known Legacies from the Crimean War,
1854-1856
Immagini
War Report
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Crimean War Drawings
(1853 - 1856)
American Re-action to the Crimean War,
1854-1856

An examination of the Crimean War and its legacy reveals the
vast numbers of military and civilian deaths; the religious and
territorial disputes between the combatant empires; and the
global industrial struggles it triggered.
Florence Nightingale is famous as the “lady with the lamp” in
the Crimean War, 1854—56. There is a massive amount of
literature on this work, but, as editor Lynn McDonald shows, it
is often erroneous, and films and press reporting on it have
been even less accurate. The Crimean War reports on
Nightingale’s correspondence from the war hospitals and on
the staggering amount of work she did post-war to ensure that
the appalling death rate from disease (higher than that from
bullets) did not recur. This volume contains much on
Nightingale’s efforts to achieve real reforms. Her well-known,
and relatively “sanitized”, evidence to the royal commission on
the war is compared with her confidential, much franker, and
very thorough Notes on the Health of the British Army, where
the full horrors of disease and neglect are laid out, with the
names of those responsible.
'We must all fight for Holy Russia!' declared the Russian
officers at the outbreak of the Crimean War (1853-1856).
Despite the immensity of the Russian forces that fought in this
conflict, however, their dispersion over vast distances, along
with poor roads and contrary weather, contributed to their
defeat. Still, many regiments won much-deserved battle
honours; from the navy emerged a number of heroes, including
Admirals Kornilov, Nakhimov and Istomin. This book details
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the forces that served the Tsar in the defence of the Crimea,
with chapters on Army organization, the Army of the
Caucasus, the Imperial Navy, army life, tactics and Russian
heroes.
Crimean War Drawings, 1854-1856
Europe's Conflict with Russia
The Routledge Handbook of the Crimean War
A Concise History
The Crimean War in Imperial Context, 1854-1856
A History

The Crimean War was fought far outside its
namesake peninsula in the Black Sea Region.
Between 1854 and 1856, Anglo-French naval forces
attacked the Russian Empire in the Baltic, White Sea,
and Pacific. These campaigns receive little attention
from modern historians, and much of the work that
does exist relies on a limited number of Englishlanguage sources. This dissertation, on the other
hand, is a comprehensive examination of these
campaigns built on a foundation of primary
documents written in English, French, and Russian. It
also synthesizes relevant secondary scholarship in
order to provide a comprehensive background for the
three major European belligerents and to consider
the perspectives of the other polities impacted by
the conflict, specifically Sweden-Norway, Denmark,
China, and Japan. This work's approach yields a more
complete understanding of the worldwide context in
which the Crimean War occurred. Ultimately, the
wide-ranging imperial conflict ...
Crimea: The Great Crimean War, 1854-1856 by Trevor
Royle The Crimean War is one of history's most
compelling subjects. It encompassed human
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suffering, woeful leadership and maladministration
on a grand scale. It created a heroic myth out of the
disastrous Charge of the Light Brigade and, in
Florence Nightingale, it produced one of history's
great heroes. New weapons were introduced; trench
combat became a fact of daily warfare outside
Sebastopol; medical innovation saved countless
soldiers' lives that would otherwise have been lost.
The war paved the way for the greater conflagration
which broke out in 1914 and greatly prefigured the
current situation in Eastern Europe.
Crimea: The Great Crimean War, 1854-1856St.
Martin's Press
British Military Intelligence in the Crimean War,
1854-1856
The Crimean War Letters of Lt.Col.George Frederick
Dallas, 1854-1856
The Crimean War
Despatches from the Crimea 1854-1856
With Maps, Plans, and Wood Engravings
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